
Year 10 Topic Lists Foundation

Autumn Term Spring Term Summer Term
Understand population and sample-including how 

to complete a random sample
Constructing Perpendicular bisector and Angle Bisector Index notation and the laws of indices

Calculate the mode, median, mean and range for 

ungrouped data.
Loci Standard index form including calculations

Review calculation of averages and range for ungrouped 

data presented in frequency tables.

Angles rules including parallel lines ie. Corresponding, 

alternate and vertically opposite angles

Exact calculations  e.g. areas and circumference in 

terms of Pi

Interpret multiple and composite bar charts Angles in triangles and quadrilaterals
Exact calcualtions with surds -using Pythagoras with no 

calculator

Interpret and construct Pie Charts. Interior and exterior angles of polygons Exact angles for trigonometry ie. 30.45 and 60 degrees

Find modal class, and calculate estimates of the range 

and median for grouped data
Simiplying ratios

Understand and use the symbols < , >, ≥, ≤ and =. 

Represent inequalities on a number line 

Find an estimate for the mean from grouped data Sharing in a ratio and problem solving Solving Linear inequalites

Interpret and construct pictograms Direct proportion including using y=kx and graphically Plotting linear graphs suing a table of values

Interpret and construct line graphs for time series data, 

and identify trends
Inverse proportion including y=k/x and graphically Using y=mx+c for straight lines graphs

Recognise graphical misrepresentation through incorrect 

scales, labels etc.
Percentage change

Find and interpret the gradient and intercept of straight 

lines graphically

Recap and use the terms odd, even, prime, factor 

(Divisor), multiple, common factor, common multiple, 
Using multipliers Find the equation of a straight line graph

Use power notation in expressing a whole number as a 

product of its prime factors.
Growth and decay including compound interest Converting metric measures

Find the HCF and LCM of two whole numbers from their 

prime factorisations.
Solving simultaneous equations graphically Compound measures e.g. speed, density, pressure

Simplify algebraic products and quotients. Solving equations graphically Maps and Scale drawings usinf bearings

Expand sets of two brackets Linear equations one unknown including brackets Plans and elevations including using isometric paper

Recognise the difference between two squares Linear equation two unknowns including brackets

Factorsie using common factors Solving quadratic equations by factorising

Factorise quadratic expression Simultaneous equations using algebra

Substitute positive or negative numbers into increasingly 

complex formulae
Calculations with fractions  

Rearrange formulae to change the subject
Converting fractions to decimals and vice versa including 

recurring decimals

Rounding using decimals place and significant figures Dividing decimals

Estimation using significant figures
Plot scatter diagrams for bivariate data, recognise types 

of correlation and draw a line of best fit by eye.

Upper and lower boounds Recognise outliers

Circumference and Area of circles

Surface area and volume of cuboids and prisms

Surface area and volume of pyramids, cones and 

spheres

Pythagoras's Theorem

Trigonometry to find lengths and angles in right angles 

triangles

Forming and solving equations

Writing formulae

Substituting into formulae

Changing the subect f formulae


